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Abstract— This paper presents a method for the estimation of 

core losses in electrical machine laminations exposed to high 

frequency and non-sinusoidal excitations by using only low 

frequency measurements. The developed model takes into 

account the non-uniform distribution of the magnetic field inside 

the lamination. Accurate core loss prediction in the presence of 

minor loops is achieved using the Energetic model to calculate the 

quasi–static hysteresis loops. The results are verified 

experimentally by comparing to the measured core losses in 

laminations exposed to the flux waveforms in different sections of 

an inset permanent magnet (PM) machine. The comparison 

between measured and calculated core losses shows excellent 

agreement, confirming the validity of the model. 

 

 
Index Terms— Core loss, Eddy current loss, Hysteresis loss, Skin 

effect, Minor loops. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Core losses in electrical machines account for a large 

portion of the total losses ranging from 15-25% in induction 

machines operating with sinusoidal supplies [1] and even 

higher for permanent magnet (PM) machines and switched 

reluctance (SR) machines. Improving the machine efficiency 

by design optimization requires accurate quantification of core 

losses during the machine design stage. 

In practice, lamination manufacturers usually provide core 

loss data under sinusoidal excitations in a limited frequency 

and flux density range.  This data is not adequate for the 

prediction of core losses in high speed electrical machines 

which require loss information at high frequencies and high 

flux densities. In addition, the actual flux waveforms inside 

many machines, e.g., PM machines and SR machines are non-

sinusoidal and differ in different parts of the machine. The 

flux distortion can also be caused by non-sinusoidal supplies, 

e.g., pulse width modulation (PWM) inverter fed induction 
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machines. Since there are an infinite number of possible 

encountered flux waveforms in electrical machines, it is 

difficult to accurately predict the machine core losses using 

curve fitting techniques that utilize sinusoidal core loss data. 

Therefore, core loss prediction under non-sinusoidal flux 

should be performed using a physics-based core loss model 

that is derived from the physical characteristics of the core 

loss mechanism in magnetic materials, and can describe the 

non-linear nature of core losses under distorted flux.  

Most of the earlier work on core loss modeling was done by 

Steinmetz [2]. In his work, the core loss in a magnetic material 

is considered the addition of hysteresis and eddy current 

losses. The total core loss is represented by,  
22BfKfBKP e

n

h                                                          (1) 

hK  and 
eK  are the hysteresis and eddy current loss 

coefficients, which can be extracted from the measured data, 

and n  is a Steinmetz constant equal to 1.6. The Steinmetz 

constant n
 
is found to be dependent on the material type, as 

well as the flux density. In addition, an analytical solution of 

Maxwell’s equations with an assumption of uniform magnetic 

field distribution, allows the eddy current coefficient 
eK  to be 

expressed as function of the material electrical conductivity   

and the lamination thickness L2   as, 
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The eddy current loss with the loss coefficient 
eK  

calculated by (2) is known as the classical eddy current loss. It 

was found that the measured eddy current losses are higher 

than the calculated classical eddy current losses. The 

difference is known as the excess losses. Based on statistical 

loss theory, Bertotti [3] proposed an additional term to account 

for the excess losses. Therefore, the Steinmetz core loss 

formula was modified to,                         
5.15.122 BfKBfKfBKP exe

n

h                                  (3)                         

where 
exK is dependent on the material micro-structure, the 

conductivity, and the cross sectional area of the lamination. 

The coefficients of the three-term formulation are generally 

obtained from the measured core loss data.  However, the 

calculated losses from (3) are only accurate within a certain 

frequency and flux density range. In more recently developed 

models [4, 5], this range is extended by allowing the 

coefficients to vary with the frequency and the flux density.  
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However, the determination of these variable coefficients 

requires additional core loss data at high frequencies and high 

flux densities.  

In this paper, a physics based core loss model is developed 

to calculate core losses in electrical machine laminations 

exposed to high frequency and non-sinusoidal flux using low 
frequency core loss measurements. Section I presents an 

analytical core loss model that can calculate the losses in 

machine laminations considering the non-uniform distribution 

of the magnetic field inside the lamination. The model results 

are then compared to the measured losses in laminations 

exposed to the flux waveforms in different sections of a PM 

machine. Section II presents a fast and accurate method for 

calculating minor hysteresis loop losses by using the energetic 

model to predict the material static magnetization behavior 

under any arbitrary flux waveform. 

II. CORE LOSS MODELING IN THE ABSENCE OF MINOR 

HYSTERESIS LOOPS 

Most core loss models are based on the assumption of 

uniform magnetic field distribution across the lamination. 

While these models can achieve satisfactory accuracy of core 

loss prediction at power frequencies, there are large 

discrepancies between measured and calculated losses at high 

frequencies. This deviation is mainly attributed to the 

influence of skin effect on core loss components. When the 

laminations are exposed to time varying magnetic fields, eddy 

currents are induced in the laminations; these currents produce 

a secondary magnetic field that opposes the applied field. The 

field created by the eddy currents is maximum at the 

lamination center, where the contribution of eddy currents 

adds, and minimum at the lamination surface. Therefore, the 

total magnetic field becomes non-uniform across the 

lamination thickness, as the field magnitude at the lamination 

surface is higher than its magnitude at the center of the 

lamination. This phenomenon (skin effect) is pronounced 

when the lamination is exposed to high frequency excitations, 

especially for thicker laminations. Accurate core loss 

calculation in the presence of skin effect can be achieved 

using numerical models [21-23]. However, these approaches 

are not suitable for electrical machine design and optimization, 

where a computationally efficient method is required, as the 

core loss calculation has to be performed in each machine 

mesh element. Hence, analytical core loss models are still the 

preferred choice for electrical machine design. 

A. Eddy current loss  

The confinement of the magnetic field to the lamination 

surface due to skin effect changes the effective resistance of 

the eddy current path, as the currents are forced to circulate 

through a smaller area, which increases the resistance of the 

eddy current path, and therefore decreases the eddy current 

losses in the lamination. This explains why the eddy current 

losses calculated assuming a uniform magnetic field 

distribution overestimates the losses at high frequencies.  

Many analytical models are presented in the literature to 

calculate the eddy current loss in electrical machine 

laminations taking into account the non-uniform magnetic 

field distribution inside the lamination. The eddy current 

losses calculated using the material properties and the 

lamination dimensions are much lower than the total measured 

eddy current losses. The difference is usually compensated for 

by extracting the coefficient from the experimental data [6], or 

by using variable core loss coefficients that requires using 

high frequency core loss measurements [7]. The main reason 

for this divergence stems from the fact that the developed 

formulas express the eddy current loss as a function of the flux 

density at the boundary, which differs from the measured 

average flux density over the lamination when skin effect is 

significant. In [8] an analytical solution of Maxwell’s 

equations assuming a linear magnetic material allows the peak 

average flux density 
avB  to be expressed as a function of the 

peak flux density at the boundary
bB . The eddy current loss 

can then be represented as a function 
avB  as, 
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where



2

2

L
 ,  ,    and   are the angular 

frequency, the mass density and the magnetic permeability. 

In order to ensure that skin effect is pronounced, the 

calculated loss by (4) is compared to the measured eddy 

current loss in M19 non-oriented steel lamination with a 

thickness of 0.635mm at 400 Hz.  It is observed that the eddy 

current loss calculated by (4) underestimates the loss, 

especially at high flux densities.  This divergence is mainly 

attributed to the assumption of constant magnetic 

permeability. This assumption implies that the flux density at 

any position in the lamination is linearly related to the field 

intensity.  While this allows an analytical solution of 

Maxwell’s equation, the actual differential permeability of the 

material is varying both in time and space.  Fig. 1 shows the 

flux density variation. It can be seen that, due to skin effect, 

the flux density waveforms differ in magnitude and phase 

along the lamination thickness. This causes different 

hysteresis loops to occur at different points inside the 

lamination. With the differential permeability defined as the 

local slope of the hysteresis loop, the permeability is changing 

along the lamination thickness with the hysteresis loop 

variation. In addition, at a certain position inside the 

lamination, the differential permeability is also changing in 

time, as the local slope of the hysteresis loop is varying during 

the electrical cycle, being maximum at coercivity, and 

decreasing towards the tip of the hysteresis loop. Also, the 

magnetic permeability is affected by the value of the peak 

measured average flux density, as the local hysteresis loop 

shape is strongly dependent on the flux density level. The 

choice of the effective magnetic permeability is a critical 

factor in the determination of the eddy current losses, as its 

value controls the magnetic field distribution inside the 

lamination. It is observed that skin effect increases for higher 
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values of permeability. The decrease in the effective area of 

the magnetic field due to a higher permeability increases the 

resistance of the eddy currents path, and decreases the eddy 

current loss calculated by (4) for the same peak average flux 

density. Higher losses are reported in [8] by choosing the 

effective permeability according to the value of the magnetic 

field at the boundary. The calculated losses are higher than the 

measurements because the value of magnetic permeability 

substituted in Maxwell’s equation describes the relationship 

between the flux density and the field intensity at any position 

inside the lamination. At higher frequencies, the magnetic 

field inside the lamination is much lower than the field at the 

boundary, due to skin effect. Therefore, the magnetic 

permeability chosen according to the field at the boundary 

does not reflect the permeability variation inside the 

lamination, hence the overestimation of the eddy current loss.  

In order to account for the variation of the magnetic 

permeability through the lamination, the permeability is 

chosen according to the average flux density over the 

lamination, this parameter can be easily obtained from 

experiment. The magnetic permeability variation in time is 

approximated by considering the slope of the line from the 

origin of the hysteresis loop to the peak flux density. The 

permeability that represents the material magnetic behavior is 

obtained from low frequency measurements, where the 

magnetic field is uniform through the lamination. This 

permeability is expressed as a function of the peak average 

flux density 
avB  with a 4th order polynomial, 
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eddy current loss is expressed as,  
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The coefficient 
EK  can be determined using core loss 

measurements at power frequencies by simply dividing the 

separated eddy current loss at one peak flux density value by 

the classical eddy current loss.   

Fig. 2 compares the eddy current loss calculated by (6) with 

the measured eddy current loss at 400Hz. It is clear that the 

formula predicts accurately high frequency eddy current losses 

using only low frequency core loss data. It also can be seen 

that (1) overestimates the eddy current loss at high frequency. 

Also, the addition of classical and excess eddy current losses 

calculated by (3) is much lower than the measured eddy 

current loss at high frequency and high flux densities.  

For any particular flux waveform with a fundamental 

frequency
1f , the flux density is decomposed into a Fourier 

series of harmonics. The contribution of each component into 

the eddy current loss is calculated based on the magnitude of 

the harmonic, and the harmonic frequency which determines 

the flux penetration of the individual harmonics. The total 

eddy current loss is then calculated by, 
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B. Hysteresis loss  

The hysteresis energy loss is generally assumed 

independent of the frequency. This assumption is valid for low 

frequency excitations where the magnetic field distribution is 

uniform inside the lamination. On the other hand, when the 

lamination is subject to high frequency excitation, the skin 

effect causes the peak flux density to vary in different parts of 

the lamination; this causes the local hysteresis loops, and 

therefore the local hysteresis energy loss per cycle to differ at 

different points inside the lamination. The hysteresis loss at 

high frequencies can be calculated by constructing the 

magnetic field distribution across the lamination. However 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the calculated eddy current losses by different 

formulas with the measured losses for M19G24 at 400Hz. 
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Fig. 1.     Illustration of flux density variation in time and space for M19G24 
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this procedure is computationally expensive, especially when 

the flux density waveform is non-sinusoidal, as it becomes 

difficult to obtain the flux density distribution using analytical 

models. Therefore, this method is not suitable for core loss 

determination in finite element (FE) machine design software, 

which requires fast core loss calculations at each mesh 

element.  Therefore, the total hysteresis energy loss is assumed 

to be only dependent on the flux density amplitude. Firstly, the 

static hysteresis energy loss is separated by extrapolating core 

loss per cycle vs. frequency curves for different values of flux 

densities to zero frequency. The energy loss at zero frequency 

is considered the static hysteresis energy loss per cycle. The 

separated hysteresis loss at four values of flux density are then 

used to determine the hysteresis loss coefficients
hK , a , b and  

c  [4]. The hysteresis loss is then calculated by, 
2ˆˆ

1
ˆ BcBba

hh BKfP 
                                                             (8) 

The hysteresis loss calculated by (8) is only accurate when 

there are no minor loops present in the main hysteresis loop. 

Accurate prediction of hysteresis losses with minor loops is 

achieved by the method presented in section III. 

C. Experimental verification 

The flux waveforms in different parts of a PM machine core 

are obtained by FE simulation. These waveforms are then 

generated in the Epstein frame laminations using the 

experimental setup described in [9].  

The machine under consideration is a 4 pole 24 slot PM 

machine with inset magnets, designed for use as a traction 

motor in a lift truck application [10]. The FE simulation is 

performed for several rotor positions in order to construct the 

flux density waveforms during one electrical cycle.  

The flux waveforms in the stator tooth and the stator yoke 

of the machine at no load and full load are shown in Fig. 3 and 

4, respectively. These waveforms are then generated in the 

Epstein frame laminations. The measured losses with these 

waveforms are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the specific 

core losses measured using the PM machine flux waveforms at 

no-load are higher than the losses measured with sinusoidal 

flux at the same frequency. Also, the stator tooth flux 

waveform at no-load generates higher losses per kg of steel 

than the stator yoke flux. From the measured losses with the 

flux waveforms at full load, it can be seen that there is a 

significant increase in the losses generated by the stator tooth 

flux, which is much higher than the stator yoke losses. 

The Fourier series analysis is applied to the four flux 

waveforms. The harmonic ratios are shown in Table I. It can 

be observed that there is high harmonic content in the stator 

tooth flux at no-load, with the 5th harmonic being 15% of the  

flux waveform peak. The harmonic content in the stator tooth 

flux increases when the machine is operating at full load, as 

the 3rd and the 5th harmonics become 31% and 15 % of the 

waveform peak, respectively.  

 
Fig. 3. Flux density waveforms in the stator tooth and the stator yoke of 

the inset PM machine at no-load. 

 
Fig. 4. Flux density waveforms in the stator tooth and the stator yoke of the 

inset PM machine at full-load. 
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p

h

B

B  

Stator Tooth 

No-load 

Stator Yoke 

No-load 

Stator Tooth 

Full-load 

Stator Yoke 

Full-load 

1 1.035 1.080 1.082 0.878 

3 0.061 0.050 0.308 0.091 

5 0.152 0.027 0.151 0.027 

7 0.056 0.011 0.051 0.012 

9 0.007 0.001 0.036 0.010 

11 0.007 0.000 0.010 0.009 

13 0.002 0.007 0.010 0.010 

TABLE I 

Flux Density Harmonic Ratios in the Inset PM Machine 
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Core losses are then calculated using the proposed core loss 

model. The total loss is considered the addition of the 

hysteresis loss calculated by (8) and the eddy current loss 

calculated by (7). The extracted coefficients for M19G24 steel 

are listed in table II. The first 13th harmonics are used for the 

eddy current loss determination. Figs. 6-9 compare the 

calculated losses with the measured losses for the four flux 

waveforms in Figs. 3 and 4, when the machine is running at 

1912 rpm. It is clear that the calculated losses are in excellent 

agreement with the measured losses for all the flux 

waveforms.  It should be noted that the calculated losses in 

Fig. 9 do not include the minor loop hysteresis losses 

generated by the stator tooth flux in Fig. 4, as these losses are 

found to be of negligible effect on the total losses. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of the measured core losses with the flux waveforms 

the PM machine core at no-load and full-load when operating at 1912 rpm. 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of calculated and measured core losses for the flux 

waveform in the stator yoke at no-load. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of calculated and measured core losses for the flux 

waveform in the stator tooth at no-load. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of calculated and measured core losses for the flux 

waveform in the stator yoke at full-load. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of calculated and measured core losses for the flux 

waveform in the stator tooth at full-load. 
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TABLE II 

Extracted coefficients for M19G24 steel 
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III. MODELING OF MINOR HYSTERESIS LOOPS 

It has been shown in the previous section that core losses 

under arbitrary flux waveforms in the absence of minor 

hysteresis loops can be predicted considering the non-uniform 

distribution of the magnetic field inside the lamination. This 

approach can be adopted to calculate core losses in electrical 

machines, where the flux waveforms are symmetric with two 

flux reversals per cycle. However, the flux waveforms in 

many electrical machines contain significant harmonic 

content. Depending on the phase and magnitude of these 

harmonics, the resulting flux waveforms inside the machine 

core may contain additional flux reversals, which cause minor 

loops to occur inside the main hysteresis loop. These minor 

loops represent an additional loss component to the main loop 

hysteresis loss calculated by (8). 

Many empirical formulas have been derived based on 

experimental studies to evaluate minor loop hysteresis losses 

[11-13]. These formulas can provide reasonable estimates of 

the hysteresis losses under certain conditions. However, they 

cannot be relied on to predict minor loop losses under a large 

variety of possible practical flux waveforms in electrical 

machines ranging from the distorted flux in induction 

machines operating with PWM supplies [14] to the unipolar 

flux in SR machine stator poles [15].  

The hysteresis process is such a complex phenomenon that 

it is impossible to accurately predict hysteresis loss under any 

arbitrary flux waveform using a single empirical formula. 

Therefore, a hysteresis model has to be adopted in order to 

predict the non-linear behavior of the magnetic material under 

distorted excitations. Many models are available for hysteresis 

loop modeling, ranging from purely mathematical models [16] 

to physics-based models such as the Preisach model [17, 18], 

the Jiles-Atherton model [19], and the Energetic model [20]. 

Here, an Energetic model is applied to predict the static 

hysteresis losses for any arbitrary flux waveform.  

The energetic model is suitable for fast core loss 

calculations in electrical machine finite element simulations as 

the magnetic field H  can be calculated directly by one 

equation from the flux density waveforms, which are available 

in the post- processing stage. The Energetic model simulation 

of the hysteresis loops is much faster than the Preisach model 

which requires simulating the magnetization processes, and 

even faster than the Jiles-Atherton model, where the process is 

also simulated by one equation, but an integral over dH  is 

required.  In addition, the energetic model is capable of 

considering the dependence of magnetization on temperature, 

stress, and magnetization direction. These parameters are 

obtainable by means of finite element simulation, and their 

influence on the machine core losses can be considered by the 

Energetic model. This could allow accurate prediction of 

electrical machine efficiency under its actual operating 

conditions. 

 

 

 

 

In the Energetic model, the magnetic field H is calculated 

from the relative magnetization (
sMMm / ) by, 
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The first term of equation (9) represents the linear material 

behavior with
eN , 

sM being the demagnetization factor and 

saturation magnetization. The second term represents the no-

linear material behavior with h and g  relating to saturation 

field and anisotropy. The third term describes the hysteresis 

effects, with k relating to hysteresis loss, q  to the pinning site 

density, 
rC to the grain geometry and 

rH  to the reversible 

field.   

The energetic model parameters are extracted according to 

the procedure described in [20] using the measured static 

hysteresis loop at a peak flux density of 1.4T. Fig. 10 

compares the measured hysteresis loop at 1.4T with the 

Energetic model simulated hysteresis loop. It can be seen that 

the energetic model can accurately simulate the main 

hysteresis loop using the extracted parameters. The model 

simulation of minor hysteresis loops is also compared with the 

measured loops under the distorted flux density waveform 

shown in Fig. 11 at a peak flux density of 1.2 T, which is not 

used in the model identification. The results displayed in Fig. 

12 show good correlation between measured and simulated 

hysteresis loops. Table III compares the measured hysteresis 

energy loss under different magnitudes of in-phase third 

harmonic with the calculated loss by the Energetic model. The 

results show that the Energetic model is capable of predicting 

the hysteresis loss under distorted flux waveforms. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison between the simulated hysteresis loop by the energetic 

mode and the measured hysteresis loop in M45G26 lamination at 5Hz. 
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Fig. 11. Flux density waveform in the presence of 60% in-phase third 

harmonic. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Comparison of the simulated and measured hysteresis loops with 

third harmonic. 
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(J/kg) 
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0.2 0.0216 0.0219 

0.4 0.0267 0.0254 

0.6 0.0314 0.0308 

0.8 0.0355 0.0356 

1 0.0387 0.0393 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A physics-based core loss model is developed to calculate 

core losses considering skin effect and minor hysteresis loops. 

The model results are compared to the measured losses in 

laminations exposed to the flux waveforms in a PM machine. 

The results show that it is possible to calculate analytically the 

eddy current losses considering skin effect, even in the cases 

where the flux waveforms are distorted. In order to achieve 

accurate and computationally efficient hysteresis loss 

determination in the presence of minor loops, the Energetic 

hysteresis model is applied to calculate the quasi-static 

hysteresis loops. The Energetic model results are verified 

experimentally by comparing to the measured hysteresis loops 
at low frequencies.  
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